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ABSTRACT
Taiwan, is an island situated in the East Asia, the western part of the pacific
ocean.There is central mountain range located in the middle of Taiwan, divided
Taiwan into east and west part. While the west coast is mainly being developed as the
whole region to support the economic growth of Taiwan. There use to be two municipalities, one is Taipei, located at the north, which is also the capital city of Taiwan.
The other is Kaohsiung, sited at the south-west of Taiwan.

Tainan used to be the government center of the island, therefore, the historical elements in each period are rich and well preserved. In 1940, with the construction of the Kaohsiung harbor, Tainan began to lost its potentiality.

Tainan is......

With the constructed of the Taiwan high speed rail (HSR) in 2007, which greatly
shorten the distance from north to south and also are starting to have some influence
on combining the Taiwan west coast region. For balancing the development from
north to south, the Executive Yuan of Taiwan declare a new policy to setup five special
municipalities from the north to the south, mainly in the west coast of Taiwan.

The problem

The mentioned changes will greatly influence the territory of Taiwanʼs west coast. For
balancing the development, the forms of the cities need to be transit and re-identified.
The project will focus on Tainan city, the historical but lagging behind southern city.

CULTURE CITY TAINAN
provide better living quality & stage to attract creative/culture cluster, enhance the cooperation with local industries
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Under culture led urban regeneration concept to arise a regional scale strategy: to integrate the
region in 3 dimension
Improved in mobility: link up culture network

Diversity in housing typology: attract culture workers

Enrich in culture amenities: provide a better culture network
system to support the strategy
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